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Triz is Now Practiced
in 50 Countries

T

riz is an innovation technique that professionals
systematically apply according to a defined set
of principles. Originally developed in Russia by
Genrich Altshuller in the 1940s, Triz took a number of years to cross the ocean and become available in English. By the early 1990s, Triz had gained a foothold in the U.S.
and slowly began spreading globally from its Russia- and U.S.based “centers of excellence”. Triz is now practiced in at least
50 countries.
History: The brilliance of Triz stems from the origins of
its data set. Altshuller analyzed 40,000 registered patents to
determine their common inventive principles, and to hopefully observe other systematic attributes of inventions. The
short version of his findings were that there were 40 basic
inventive principles, 39 common parameters that engineers
look to optimize, and 76 standard approaches that engineers
and inventors used in their designs. Nonsense, you say? Not
so. Sample sizes of up to two million patents were examined
by other companies over the years, and they merely tweaked
Altshuller’s discoveries.
North American Industry Usage: GGI has researched markets and companies where Triz was involved in analytical
software since the late 1980s. Our statistically valid primary
research in 2008 showed it to be the third most used tool by
professionals looking to innovate. Still, it had penetrated only
21% of a cross-industry sample of North American companies: 10% used it limitedly, 10% used it occasionally, and only
1% said it was fully embedded. Adoption of innovation techniques is clearly not as mature as operational excellence techniques such as Six Sigma, lean, and other value-engineering
tools. For reference, our research showed that internal knowledge wikis were number two at 38% and the free USPTO website was first at 53%.
Global Industry Penetration: Last year, a GGI primary
research project explored the global penetration of Triz. We
got reasonably good data for the period 2007 to 2015, based on
the number of Triz-certified professionals we could identify in
each country.
In summary, there are 50 countries with Triz-certified pro-
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fessionals. Between 1991 and 2007 when our data set began,
1,400 people had achieved certification. We now count over
18,000. Plus, there are about another 6,000 who chose not
to publish their certification. There are now roughly 25,000
people worldwide who are certified Triz practitioners, or are
likely practicing at a certified level.
South Korea dominates the global footprint with 65% of
all practitioners. Germany and China each have 7%. Russia is
next at 5%, followed by the U.S. and Taiwan at 3%. India and
the Netherlands each have 2%.
Potential Uses and Benefits: Triz has wide applicability
across product creation through commercialization, as well as
for developing intellectual property. Right now, less strategic
companies use it in late stages of design through cost reduction and value engineering. More strategic companies use it
in advanced development and intellectual-property development long before detailed design and production. GGI’s
research also identified a notable finding: Companies that
seriously use Triz actively discourage employees from discussing it outside the company, and rarely present at conferences.
Treating Triz as a confidential company subject indicates Triz
creates a competitive advantage.
Future Growth of Triz: The year-over-year growth rates
between 2007 and 2015 are impressive, ranging from 23 to
47% annual growth. There has also likely been a constraint on
growth because there is a shortage of qualified Triz instructors. “Triz Masters” are hard to come by. There are approximately 150 in the world, with 70% in Russia; South Korea and
the U.S. equally share the rest. Not all five levels of Triz must
be taught by Masters. But, as others have started teaching to
service a growing demand, some unevenness of skill sets in the
lower two levels of certification have resulted.
When demand exceeds capacity, it is often a sign that a new
industry is about to be born.
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